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I believe my destiny depends on my energy
Some go to New York to search for that battery of
power
I got lucky in you, a friend for life, a friendship too
great to lose
But I can't separate the feelings I can't control. I've
tried
The urge to kiss, touch, love
Motivate, encourage, create and join
A friend for life, never your lover
A friend for months, a lover for weeks
I'm so afraid, I'm in love
I got lucky in you
Experienced, wiser, talent, modest, energy explosion
Every time I see you, I'm so scared. So scared

I believe my destiny depends on my energy
That's why I spend so much time on what could be
Can you see? Positive energy
I got lucky in you, a friend for life, a friendship too
great to lose
But I can't separate the feelings I can't control. I've
tried
The urge to kiss, touch, love
Motivate, encourage, create and join
A friend for life, never your lover
A friend for months, a lover for weeks
I'm so afraid, I'm in love
I got lucky in you
Experienced, wiser, talent, modest, energy explosion
Every time I see you, I'm so scared

I got lucky in you, a friend for life, a friendship too
great to lose
But I can't separate the feelings I can't control. I've
tried
The urge to kiss, touch, love
Motivate, encourage, create and join
A friend for life, never your lover
A friend for months, a lover for weeks
I'm so afraid, I'm in love
I got lucky in you
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Experienced, wiser, talent, modest, energy explosion
Every time I see you I'm so scared
I'm so scared
I think I'm in LOVE
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